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Abstract — Assembly process is important technological 

operation when manufacturing products and equipment, and 

also it uses during operation and repairs different type of 

implements The modern automated manufacture cannot be 

presented without the existence of machines continuously 

action, in particular of belt conveyors. One of its basic units is 

the belt and ways of its connection. Usually, the quantity of 

cracks of belt joints is equal to (reaches) 62 within 1 km of a 

belt of conveyor during 10 years upon condition that equipment 

works in a difficult cycle of mines. One of the basic operation 

problems of these transports is the rupture of the joint of a belt 

as emergency idle times of conveyors makes approximately of 

10 % of working hours, and planned stops on manufacturing or 

repair of joints - to of 20 %. Therefore, now research in the 

field of maintenance of qualitative manufacturing of a joint of 

conveyor belts are of interest at this time. The way of using of 

rubber-metal connections assembling with help self-cutting 

screws is offered. This allows increasing durability’s 

characteristics of joints of the conveyor belt. 

 

Keywords — belt conveyor, belt joint, life durability of 

joint, self-cutting screw, assembly connection 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he technological level of the equipment made by the 

industrial enterprises should provide not only novelty 

and quality of let-out production, but also its reliability in 

working and maintainability, Vodolazska [1]. The 

specified aspect completely belongs the various vehicles, 

Vodolazska, Budiševskiy and Sulima [2], used in 

intensive by the power the enterprises. For example, in 

coal mines except for monorail transport, Gutarevych and 

Vodolaskaya [3] and Gutarevych, Vodolaskaya, 

Jakupović, Mirjanić [4], various conveyors has received 

a wide application, Baryšev, Budiševskiy, Sklyarov, 

Sulima and Tkačuk [5] and McGuire [6]. And if 

questions of dynamics and working of monorail transport 

found wide reflection in scientific publications, Chanda 

and Besa [7], True [8], and Museros, Molinerb and 

Martínez-Rodrigob [9] questions of reduction of free 

time of conveyors during repair are actual and demand 

the decision. 

The modern automated manufacture cannot be presented 

without the existence of machines continuously action, in 

particular of belt conveyors. One of its basic units is the 

belt. It also concerns to most expensive elements. The 

deterioration of a belt in conditions of power-consuming 

industries is the basic problem arising while in service of 

the belt conveyor, Vodolazskaya [10]. And friction of a 

belt about metal ware of base and annotative rollers 

renders the significant influence of its deterioration.  

Besides in collieries influence of aggressive action of 

mine waters also has a negative effect. The emergency 

downtimes of conveyors on coal mines make 

approximately 10 % of working hours, and scheduled on 

manufacturing or repair of joints – much of 20% 

Vodolazskaya [11] and Ihno, Belomestnov, Baštyrev, 

Fifindik and Grudačev [12]. Therefore research in the 

field of maintenance of qualitative manufacturing and 

repair of a joint of belts are urgent, Vodolazskaya [13], 

E. Vodolazskaya, N. Vodolazskaya [14], Vodolazskaya 

[15], and E. Vodolazskaya and N. Vodolazskaya [16].  

From the analysis of the references, Vodolazskaya, 

Vodolazskaya, Vodolazskaya, Iskrickij [17] follows, that 

an interfacing of belts cold or hot vulcanization is most 

widespread now. But this way requires significant 

expenses of time for its realization. However, some 

mechanical ways of conveyor belts interfacing proceed 

much faster, but the reliability of joint decreases. 

Therefore, basic tendencies of increase of reliability of a 

joint of belts are directed on the perfection of engineering 

methods of account, increase of constructive durability, 

the perfection of the technology of manufacturing and 

assembly.  

The way of split rubber-metal connection of details 

carried out by usual screws (bolts, studs) is most reliable, 

but it also has essential lacks, Zairov [18] and 

Vodolazskaya [19], namely: it is required preliminary 

thread cutting and existing allowances on manufacturing 

of screws on metal and thread-cutting tool don’t allow to 

receive a close contact with a surface of a thread in a 

bore of a detail with a surface of a thread of the screw.  

It is possible to exclude these lacks at the use of belt 

interfacing by self-tapping screws. This way will allow to 

save time at its realization and to ensure higher reliability 
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in comparison with other ways mechanical interfacing of 

belts, and also on account of its design features (absence 

of nibbled metal parts) to reduce the abrasion of a belt 

about a transpose cargo and basic devices. 

II. RESEARCH AND RESULTS 

The feature of the technology of conveyor belts 

interfacing with the help of self-tapping screws is the 

given process can proceed with complete plastic 

deformation: elastic - plastic or elastic. The study of 

forming process of a deforming detail allows defining a 

ratio of the initial sizes of a bore and received threads in 

yet-to-be-assembled details.  

It is necessary to study the mechanics of the process and 

to develop the mathematical theory of intense and 

deformed condition, definition of deformation and 

straining size, their distribution, and also conditions of 

transition of a body in a plastic condition for designing 

the most rational technological operations of the 

assembly of conveyor belts. In theoretical accounts of 

components, stress and torsion moment of thread 

formation it is necessary to proceed from the true size of 

materials yield point of a belt and washer. The essence of 

a forming method of a thread in a conveyor belt consists 

information of threads in joining part of a belt, overlays 

and in a smooth bore of a nut by rotation and forward 

movement of tapping screws made on special 

technology.  

The self-tapping screws partially cut and squeeze out a 

thread during assembly of details. The absence of design-

analytical methods of the formation process of a joint of 

conveyor belts by straining complicates designing 

operations of forming. With this purpose, the 

strengthening physical essence of complex surfaces as 

forming of threads is theoretically investigated during a 

joint of the ends of a conveyor belt. In a Fig. 1 the screw 

connection which contacts to connected surfaces of a 

conveyor belt on the basis of plastic deformation is 

shown. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The scheme of threaded connection assembly by plastic 

straining 

1- The self-tapping screw, 2 and 3-connected details 

At a performance of the interfacing operation of a belt, 

the self-tapping screws carry out some technological 

transitions, most important of which are: thread cutting in 

a belt without the previously prepared bore and thread 

cutting in a metal nut sealed - in a rubber overlay with 

the previously prepared bore.  

At thread cutting in metal, the greater effort of tightening 

is spent. Therefore, it is necessary to consider pressing-

out of a thread in a smooth bore of a connected detail, 

which is reached by transfer by the assembly tool of the 

torsion moment and axial feeding to the self-squeezing 

screw. At contact of a starting taper of the self-squeezing 

screw with the bore, it is important to put the certain 

axial force, which provides an introduction to the metal 

of first two turns of thread structure of the screw, 

Kačanov [20].  

The further process occurs without forced feeding. The 

rotary movement and feeding of the self-squeezing screw 

in a smooth bore are created by conditions of the plastic 

current of metal in a zone pressing-out. The structure of a 

thread in the previously drilled bore is formed pressing-

out of a material of a sample by the screw.  

The reception of a complete structure of a thread depends 

on physical-mechanical properties of a material of 

connected details, geometry, and inaccuracies of their 

forms, arrangements of screw surfaces and mode of 

assembly, Dalskiy [21].  

The triangular structure of a thread, taking root in a 

material of a sample, forces out metal on sides of turns, it 

fills in the trapezoidal form between turns. Thus there is 

the intensity of stress working on walls of turns in a zone 

of plastic deformation.  

It is possible to explain such process of the plastic 

current of metal arising at thread forming, having solved 

a task of the mechanics of continuous environment — of 

the flat and axial-symmetric balance of plastic weight 

between rigid walls. The task is solved by the assumption 

that adhesion of metal particles along surfaces of walls 

results in integration of the ordinary nonlinear 

differential equations.  

Solving a flat task on the basis of the differential 

equation and under the condition of plasticity, we can 

pass on the decision to a volumetric task. The scheme of 

strengthening, submitted in a fig. 2, allows considering 

the balance of plastic weight filling area of the form of a 

wedge, limited by two flat rigid walls of the next turns of 

a thread. The corner between planes is equal 2γ 

We use a cylindrical system of coordinate’s zθz. The axis 

z is directed along a straight line of the crossing of walls, 

r, θ - polar coordinates of a projection of the point А on a 

plane. Let's consider that the intense condition of plastic 

weight does not depend on coordinate r. Thus the 

components of stress are equal: 
z z 0      

And other components of stress 
z z, , ,       are 

functions from  and  (fig. 2, а). 
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Fig. 2. The scheme of the intense condition a thread formation 

 

The differential equations of equilibrium in cylindrical 

coordinates with reference to a considered flat task 

describe the well-formed connection of stress in the 

plastic environment and look like: 
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The well-formed connection between components of a 

stress and yield point of a material according to a 

condition of plasticity of a constancy octahedral shear 

stress is determined by the equation 
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where σт - yield point of material,  

σρ, σθ, σz - main normal stress,  

σ - average normal stress, 

τρθ, τθz, τzρ, τθρ - components of shearing stress, МPа. 

The components of stress can be expressed through an 

average normal stress σ Т

3

  and parameter Ψ like that: 
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The expression of stress (3) satisfies a condition of 

plasticity (2). In the differential equation (1), using the 

meaning of components of stress (3), we shall receive: 
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The partial derivatives of components of stress are equal: 
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Into the equation of balance (1) we shall enter 

expressions of the partial derivative of components of 

stress; 
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from a comparison of these equations follows that 

 

d
C 2 cos const

d

 
    

 
 (8) 

 

and the average normal stress  is equal: 

 

z ,
2

  
     (9) 
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where 
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Integrating, we shall find an average normal stress 
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Parameter  depends on a corner  ; =f(). 

We solve the equation (12) concerning parameter  

approximately. Believing, that С1, 
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Under boundary conditions =0; =0; С1=0; =,  
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Solving (13) at constant equal 
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After differentiation relative to f2() the equation (12) 

simplifies to this form: 
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The result of the solution (12) is entered in expression 

(11): 
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After the appropriate transformations finally we shall 

receive: 

 

2

Т
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The total maximal stress  exceeds yield point Т of a 

material of a sample that results in the occurrence of 

deformities effects. Discontinuity of the intense condition 

in sites of a surface, as is specified, results in irregular 

plastic deformation, but it is not constant and changes 

with depth and on a surface of a sample. The size of 

stress components depends on the sizes of a structure of 

the screw, of the yield point of a material and size 

underfilling of a structure (а is equal 0,01... 0,15 mm). 

Using the given formulas, it is possible to find the 

meaning of stress for screws applied for a joint of belts. 

A roughness of the processed surface of the screw 

influence size of tension components and receiving a full 

profile of a thread, Dalskiy [21]. In the created thread the 

profile is not filled that speaks properties of a material 

and the wrong choice of diameter of a bore of the screw. 

On Fig. 3 it is presented distribution diagram and radial 

forces. 

 
Fig. 3. Distribution diagram and radial forces 

 

It is possible to define the necessary size of the radial 

effort creating possibilities for plastic deformation of 

metal on the following formula: 
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where В — width of an elementary platform;  

r — intermediate value of radius. 

Under condition of =  the radial effort has the 

maximum d=d value: 
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Radial forces affect (Figure 3) the screw on a circle 2rн,  
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where 2rн - external diameter. The value of radial effort 

gives the chance to define further a torque of formation 

of a thread at the calculation of modes of the assembly of 

the connections received by plastic deformation. 

Available literature on metal-rubber bonding covers a 

wide variety of applications like: failure analysis, 

Ballhorn [22], methods for bonding, Bobrov, Kandyrin, 

Shmurak and Potapov [23], Costin and Nagel [24], 

Kochishek [25], and Lake [26], fracture energy of bonds, 

Lefebvre and Dillard [27], techniques and testing of 

metal-rubber bonding, Lewis [28], Lindsay [29], 

mechanisms for assembly, Vodolazskaya, Iskrickij and 

Vodolazskaya [30], Iskrickij, N. Vodolazskaya and E. 

Vodolazskaya [31], quality and trends, Meier and 

Findley [32], Raison and Lallet [33], techniques and 

technologies of assembly Vodolazskaya [34], N. 

Vodolazskaya, E. Vodolazskaya, Iskrickij [35] various 

applications in different fields, Saveleva, Stanovska, 

Lebedeva and Toropenko [36], Petropoulos, Marinkovic, 

Vodolazskaуa, Korlos and Ntziantzias [37], strength and 

properties of rubber to metal bonding, Schurmann and 

Ozelli [38], Setiawan, Schoenherr and Weihe [39], Streit 

and Reggentin [40], Van Ooij [41], Wake [42], Wanders 

[43], White [44]. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The research of split rubber-metal connection of details 

realized by usual screws (bolts, studs) is carried out, and 

a number of essential lacks are determined. It is 

reasonable to use self-tapping screws, which are a 

convenient means of repair work, including for 

interfacing of conveyor belts, because of the absence of 

necessity to make preliminary thread cutting in a bore. 

On the basis of the strengthening scheme of split rubber-

metal connection of details, the balance of plastic weight 

filling an area of the form of a wedge, limited by two flat 

rigid walls of the next turns of a thread is considered. The 

mathematical model of the calculus of stress components 

working on a detail of rubber-metal connection is 

developed on the basis of the theory of plastic working of 

complex configurations by a method of plastic 

deformation.  

The given analytical dependencies allow if necessary: 

1) To find value of tension for the screws used for 

a joint of belts; 

2) To define necessary size of the radial effort 

creating possibilities for plastic deformation of 

metal at an inhaling of metal-rubber 

connection; 

3) To calculate a torque arising in a zone of a 

thread formation for different types of detail 

materials. 
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